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The daffodils were not quite in peak bloom during our run but it
was certainly a great run. I especially enjoyed the stop-off on the
way back at the River Bottom Winery in Roland. I know Brent got
a real kick out of the entertainment and the sweet strawberry wine.
It was a great day for a good run with even better friends. Looking
forward to another outing soon.

Well, you know you are starting to
get a little older when you get
your Medicare card in the mail.
Fortunately I will remain on private health insurance as long as I
am working so I don’t have to go
down the Parts B and D paths yet.
I spent my birthday at Baptist Hospital with Jeanie undergoing an
ACDF (anterior cervical discectomy and fusion) surgery so even
though it was not the most enjoyable of birthdays it certainly is
memorable. Hopefully this will get her back on her feet before too
long and enjoying life again.
I know she is tired of being cooped up in the house and having
this surgery several weeks after having a fusion on her lower back
has really made the walls close in on her, I am sure I haven’t
helped with that. I know she is committed to making every run
she can once she gets healed up and can climb in and out of those
cars.
Stay safe and I will see you on the road! Fred
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BMCA Minutes by Wilma Newton
Well, I almost messed up and forgot my minutes had to be done. I was buried in wedding
stuff. I counted heads at the meeting, 23 including me. :) It was great to see Rebecca Pranter
back. My night started right at this moment with a Goof, which I will tell you at the correct time
in the newsletter. Got seated and the meeting started. Fred forgot to recharge the batteries, so
our mic didn’t bello. So we all had to raise our voices just a little. After the “Hellooo”, it was my
turn. I read off of my minutes from last month, which was accepted and seconded. Next, was
Ms. Judy’s Treasurer notes. She read them very carefully, with an ending balance of $8,715.91,
which was accepted and seconded.
The floor was then given to Charlie Collins to report on March’s trip. He said it was a great
spring day. The flowers were beautiful. At the end of the cruise, everyone did stop and toasted
Gary Mackin, wishing him a quick recovery. Some of the group did partake to the River Bottom
Winery. Great venue.
Sunday, April 24th, is the AH Marque Event. Nick Dawson said when you are coming into
the Bass Pro parking lot, look toward the left. You will see the other LBC’s out there. There will
be a drive to Lorance Creek Area. After a nice walk, we will continue to the Terry Lock and Dam.
Bring a picnic.
May 7th - Annual Swap Meet at McLeod’s British Cars off of I-40. Any questions, call Ronnie
or Ms. Vera, any club officer will also know.
May 21st- Charles Hutchison is going to escort us to “The Movie House Winery”. They have
a good selection. (I knew there was another reason I liked this club.)
June is Petit Jean Car Show. Ronnie is recruiting 100 British cars to show.
The Tech talk was supposed to have been Triumph’s turn. They were both gone. So, Fred came
up with one in a quick. TIP: Remember the waterless hand cleaner you see everywhere…..well,
guess what? You can clean anything with it. As you continue cleaning, as you continue to wipe
with a papertowel or cloth, it evaporates, not leaving a residue of any kind. TA-DA!!
Gots and Goofs: Jack Brashear said you are not supposed to power wash your fuel
pump. ??? Charles Hutchison got a flat on his TR8 (?) He jacked the car up twice and it fell
twice. Two nice guys came by and changed his tire. The goof he got in the long run- $2300 damage to his body. Someone said, “How many times did Ronnie tell you to check the dates on your
tires?
Now my Goof: I was talking to the Pranters when I stood back up from being bent over talking
to them. I yelled, “Opps!!” briskly walking to the door toward my car. My pistol that I had wedged in
the small of my back, fell into my undies, under the cheek muscles. I did a quick dash to my car,
retrieved my 9mm, and left it on the floorboard of my car. lol!!
April’s Birthdays: the 5th- Deb McCullah, Danielle Smith, and Scott Slaughter; the 10th Charlie Collins; 11th - Trish Wright
Anniversary - Vera and Ron McLeod, on the 5th.
Brock Moss won the $25 gift certificate.

BMCA welcomes new members:
Art and Nan Squire from Little Rock. They own a 1950 MGTD.
Also, David Eifling and son Eli from Little Rock, and they own a 63 TR 4 and a TR 3.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Notice to all members:

Please let Dianna know if there is any change in your contact information,
phone numbers, e-mail address or street address. Hopefully this year we can get a roster out.

AH/ Mini Marque

by Nick Dawson

MANUAL OR AUTOMATIC MINI? AN ADVERT REVISITED!
In my January 2022 A-H/MINI article, I referenced an ad for an automatic classic Mini, starring
Goldie Hawn, stating “even your wife can drive it!”. BMCA member Deb King (herself a proud
owner of a MINI Cooper S 2-dr Hatch) read the article and told me that her daughter and
son-in-law, Michelle and Brian Colvard, had been in a MINI ad too, pitting a manual against an
automatic on an autocross course. She sent me a link to a YouTube video of the ad.
The link is below:

https://youtu.be/Ow17BMJcX_I

Yes, your eyes are not deceiving you. Michelle has spent her life wheelchair-bound, but it did
not stop her competing against Brian using the automatic MINI’s paddle shifters and hand
controls for accelerator and brakes. It is a video well worth watching for the positivity
(and sheer fun) it embraces.

Michelle and Brian have also worked on projects for barrier-free skiing, using sit-down skis, at
Angel Fire Ski Resort in New Mexico and, more recently, a barrier-free camper for Winnebago.
Deb has also let me know, justifiably proud mom that she is, that Michelle also has an executive-level job managing research for a major Houston hospital. What an uplifting story in these
turbulent times!

Empire Marque

by Charles Hutchison

Empire News Update from Morgan Motor Cars
Breaking news from Malvern—Malvern, England that is.
Morgan cars and 3-wheelers are coming back to the USA.
After years of anticipation, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration has
issued the final rule to implement the low volume replica law. Under this new law low
volume manufacturers, under 5,000 units per year, can import 325 licensed vehicles per
year to the US. Although there are still some details to work out, these cars may start
landing here by the end of the year, starting with the Plus Four automatic.
The Plus Four is 97% new, keeping only the bonnet latches from the previous model.
It will use a BMW 2.0 liter four cylinder Twin Power Turbocharged engine, which produces
255 bhp and up to 295 lb-ft of torque. Not bad for a car that weighs only 2,220 pounds dry.
To achieve this light weight and keep the stiffness required, the Plus Four uses a bonded
aluminum platform which made its debut on the Morgan Plus Six at the 2019 Geneva Motor
Show. In the automatic variant, 0-60 mph takes just 4.8 seconds (manual model: 5.2
seconds), with a top speed of 149 mph. as a reminder, the last year that American buyers
could pick up a new Morgan car was 2008. US pricing has not been announced at this time.
The new Morgan Super 3-wheeler is a ground up redesign using a monocoque
structure, a first for Morgan, and is powered by a water-cooled 1.5 liter inline 3-cylinder
Ford engine. The engine is mated to a 5-speed manual transmission borrowed from a
Mazda MX-5 Miata. It delivers a peak 118 hp and 110 lb-ft of torque. Morgan quotes a
0-62 mph time of 7 seconds and a top speed of 130 mph. The new monocoque structure
features bonded aluminum construction, the same type of construction that Morgan uses
for its CX-Generation platform underpinning the Plus Six and the Plus Four sports cars.
This helped to create a lighter and more ridged design than the old 3-wheeler, which
improved the handling as well as the crash safety. There is also more room in the boot.
Morgan quotes a dry weight of 1,400 pounds for the Super 3.
The interior design follows an industrial theme, with modern elements mixed with
retro cues. An example of this is the minimalist dash that features Morgan’s traditional
center mounted gauges, but this time the gauges are digital, another first for Morgan.
The Super 3 is priced from approximately $56,245 and will start deliveries in the UK. this
summer. Availability in the US. has not been announced. Because the Super 3 is classified
as a motorcycle, its numbers should not be counted against the 325 cars that Morgan will
be allowed to import to the US. So, there is still time to put your deposit down and get your
Plus Four on order.
Thanks to Motor Authority, Morgan Spares, and Morgan Motor Co. for some of the
content in this article.

MG Marque by Charlie Collins
Are you Positive?
Several years ago, I had the desire to convert the electrical system on my 1961 MGA Roadster
from positive ground to negative ground. The main reason, at the time, was I could not find a
decent radio for the car. If you had a factory installed radio it was an AM only and there was a
single small speaker installed in the center of the dash just above the horn button. I had purchased and installed a dual polarity radio that I bought from Radio Shack at the time, plus a
couple of speakers. That helped and I did have FM stations available, but it was not a very
good radio. Most descent car radios at the time, mid 1980’s, were negative ground. If you
didn’t have a negative ground system, you would have to isolate the radio and add a power
converter. Or simply reverse the car from positive to negative ground. And that is what I did.
On my MGA it was a fairly simple process. The tach is direct drive from the engine and not
digital coming from the coil compared to MGB’s. The fuel pump was also original with breaker
type contact points, so that was not a problem. I simply disconnected the battery cables,
grounded the negative cable, and used the positive cable as the power cable running to the
front to the starter solenoid. You must then polarize the generator. This can be done with a
short jumper wire going from the power cable on the starter solenoid the field connection on the
generator. This can also be accomplished by touching the hot wire to the F-lug on the regulator.
This polarizes the generator so now it knows the car is a negative ground car. The only other
thing that should be done is to reverse the wires on the coil. This ensures the plugs are firing
the correctly, from the center electrode to the side electrode. And that was all I had to do. Now,
I can add a cigarette light to operate multiple things, a GPS, Cell phone etc.
If you have installed an amp gauge the wires will have to be reversed as well, otherwise the
meter will try to operate backwards. John Twist has a detailed description on how to accomplish
this conversion to early MGB Tachs that may have been installed in MGAs.
I was also using a single 12-volt battery in my MGA, so that was a simple cable change. The
original cars came from the factory with two 6-volt batteries. The reason for this was at the time
12-volt batteries were too big to fit in the space behind the seats it the battery box. Unless the
car is a concourse auto, most folks use a single 12-volt battery since modern batteries are small
and powerful enough to work. Also, take care to position the battery such that the positive post
is not in danger of shorting out to the cars frame.

Two 6 volt battery setup

A single 12 volt installation

TR Marque

by Leland and Lance Felix

Dear Roadster members,
Please let me introduce myself and my son as new members of the Roadster family. My
name is Leland Felix age 81, and my son Lance age 40. We first became interested in
British Iron when Lance was in high school and we restored a 1958 MGA roadster. We
were able to sell the MGA and moved up to a 1961 TR4 that had been in storage for some
6 years.
I have been twisting wrenches since I was in high school, and have always loved the
challenge of being able to put a “basket case” back on it’s wheels and on the road.
In addition to the TR4 which we still own, we also have restored a 1953 Triumph Mayflower
and are currently members of the Mayflower club. Two years ago we purchased a Triumph
Renown and began to restore it. At the time I didn’t know that the sub frame was wood and
the Renown had been stored outside in Chicago for three or four years. We transported it
to Arkansas much to the disappointment of two termite colonies and began to work on it.
We had no patterns to go by as all the wood was nothing but slivers no bigger than a tooth
pick and mush and literally fell on the floor when some of the aluminum was removed.
At this point we discovered the Triumph Roadster and we fell in love. After searching the
internet we found just what we were looking for. The only problem it was in England, just
a short drive and a very long swim from Arkansas.
After corresponding with Mr. Peter Bradley and looking over all the paper work he had we
decided to purchase TRD 2347 (Marmaduke) and have it shipped to the States.
So begins our story.
First we had the good insight to purchase insurance thru the Haggerty Insurance Company
we were already insured with. Haggerty put us in touch with the shipping company
(Schumacher Cargo Logistics). Schumacher Cargo Logistics picked up TRD from
Mr. Bradleys’ driveway, and transported it to the South Hampton shipping dock. Unfortunately TRD sat on the loading dock for three weeks – outside. When the car was finally
loaded on board, the shipping company strapped the car down with a strap running over
the boot and one over the front bumper so the car would not move.
As some of you may know the car had been painted with Lacquer paint – the reason it
looked so good in the pictures – Lacquer paint does not “flex” when stretched, it just
fractures or cracks like a piece of glass. When TRD arrived in Galveston Texas it looked
like a cracked hard boiled egg. Next, Peter had placed in the boot spares that he had
accumulated over the years and about four years publication of the Roadster news magazines. This inspired the Customs to hold the car on the arrival dock OUTSIDE for four
weeks - - - with the bonnet lowered as well as the door windows half way down.
IT RAINS IN GALVESTON !! It seems that they had loosened the bonnet and didn’t know
how to re-latch it back. The windows have wooden guides and the top section had come
loose and would not allow the window to roll back up.
(con’t on next page)

(Triumph article con’t)

Did you know the ash tray in the dash holds 1/2 cup of water when subjected to constant
rain ??? When we sat in the seat it went “SQUISH” Sponge and cotton batting holds lots of
water. As mentioned earlier we had had the good fortune to insure with Haggerty and their
response was - “We will send an adjuster to appraise so just have it repaired and send us
the bill.”
Thank you Dear Lord!
Now that we have TRD 2347 home we have had it looked at by three body shops and all
agreed; First it must be stripped to remove all the Lacquer.
Second if it is stripped by sand blasting it will distort all the aluminum panels, so sand blasting is out. Third, if stripping is done by chemical the chemical will penetrate any Bondo underlying and re-paint will never stick. (Eventually it will blister and peel – the voice of experience.)
Guess how much Bondo is on that car. In some places it is ½” to ¾” thick. Sooooo,
Fourth Soda blasting was the last resort as it can be washed, the soda will dissolve and the
Bondo replaced as needed – no thicker than ¼” however Manufacturer recommendations.
In order to do the job properly the body had to come off and be shipped to a soda blaster.
That is how we know how thick the Bondo is - was.
Have you ever heard of “Might as well as”? Now that the body is off, we might as well look at the
running gear. When we first had the car home we towed it as is in a car trailer, to the VTR show in
Oklahoma and amazingly took peoples choice. We did however notice after a short run to the show
field the oil pressure dropped and the motor over heated - Hummmm.
Now back to the “might as well as”. With the body off the motor, transmission and running gear is
quite accessible and we noticed that the motor overhaul had been completed with Silicone to seal
all the ancillary components. Silicone is good, it seals well, does not break down in oil – as a mater
of fact it holds up very very well – and is water proof. Problem is, when you see it smashed out on
the outside of the motor, it has also smashed out on the INSIDE ! This leads us to the next “project”.

The motor has been broken down completely. I mean the head off, pistons removed, rocker
arms and connecting rods disassembled, crank shaft removed, all journals pulled and – yes
the oil pump.
If you have ever dropped an oil pan, you will see a screen enclosed cover on the oil pump.
The screen is to help filter any small particles out of the oil before sending it to the oil filter.
The screen was completely plugged solid with ground up silicone! Thank God there was a
hole the size of your thumb that allowed some oil to circulate, and the filter did have a by
pass. Otherwise the motor would have had NO OIL AT ALL pumping thru it. Every oil passage was either completely plugged or half full of silicone sludge. The engine had been so
hot the bottom of the oil pan was caked with burned oil sludge and it took a putty knife to
scrape it out. I suppose this is the reason when we drained the oil it came out in clumps.
In addition when we pulled the radiator it had been treated with Stop Leak and after removing the top and bottom tanks only 1/4th of the radiator allowed water flow – the rest was
stopped up – stop leak also stops up flow.
(Con’t on next page)

(Triumph article con’t)
The body is now at the body shop, the radiator is being re-cored, the motor is at the
machine shop, and the frame is at the sand blaster (as long as it is broken down this far
we might as well as - - ).
Once we have all the parts gathered we can then start to reassemble Marmaduke. Then
we can start on the upholstery.
Saga too be continued.
By the way, thank goodness for the Roadster journals, the articles have been a God send.
Respectfully submitted, and hopefully informative,
Leland and Lance Felix

Abbey Road Car Show
After 2 years of being cancelled due to Covid, we are pleased to announce that
Beatles at the Ridge will be held this year on Sep 17 in Walnut Ridge.
I will be sending out more information later,
but wanted to let you know so you can put it on your calendars.
This year, we will be moving the car show from Abbey Road to across Main Street
on NW 3rd Street. This will give us double the space and also
put you on the same side of Main Street as the Main Music Stage.
In fact all food, music, and vendors will be on that side of Main Street this year.
Please make plans to attend, I hope to see you then.
Jon Walter Mobile: 870.759.2793

BeatlesAtTheRidge.com

2022 Calendar of BMCA and Regional Event
April 24 …...AH/Mini (details below)
May 3…….…BMCA meeting
May 21……...Empire Rally
June 7……...BMCA meeting
June………...TR Rally
June 18…….Petit Jean Car Show

SUNDAY, APRIL 24th, 2022
AUSTIN_HEALEY/MINI MARQUE EVENT
LORANCE CREEK NATURAL AREA and TERRY LOCK AND DAM
Meet at 1:00 p.m. at the C1 parking lot of the Outlets of Little Rock shopping mall
at the intersection of I-430/I-30. We will start the drive at 1:15 p.m.
This will be a drive to Lorance Creek Natural Area,
where we will enjoy a walk on a boardwalk above a cypress swamp.
Continuing on,
we will then go to the Terry Lock and Dam where we will finish the drive
with a picnic in the parking area overlooking the Arkansas River.
HOMEMADE COOKIES AND SOFT DRINKS WILL BE PROVIDED AT THE FINISH.
BRING OTHER FOOD YOU MIGHT WANT TO EAT!

The Empire Rally for May
On Saturday, May 21st we will meet at the Wal-Mart parking lot at the corner of
Chenal Drive and Hwy 10 at 1:00pm and depart at 1:30pm
for a 1-hour drive through the country to the Movie House Winery.
The winery is located at 99 Sandtown Rd. in Morrilton, AR. 72110
The owners, Ken and Sherrie Sowers, are going to put up a tent for us
where we can enjoy some snacks and water.
There is seating inside as well as on the front porch which has a view of Petit Jean Mountain.
They have a good selection of wines either as a flight, glass, bottle, or bag,
as well as a selection of Lost 40 beer products to sample, if you wish.
As always, the club does not provide alcohol so that will be up to you.
Ken is a former classic Mini owner of several years. Maybe we can talk him into another one.
Your trip home is on your own whenever you are ready to leave.
Hope to see you there!
Charles Cell # 501-413-8107

BMCA
Newsletter Editor
723 Kirby Rd.
Little Rock, AR. 72211

